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QUINTA SANTA MARIA

SPECIFICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

Length: 27.42 metres (90')
Beam: 6.27 metres (20' 7")
Draft: 5.01 metres (16' 5")
Number of crew: 4
Built: 2001
Builder: Mondomarine
Naval architect: BesozziSelvetti
Flag: Italian
Hull construction: Composite
Hull configuration:
Air conditioning

Engines: 325 HP YANMAR 6LYUTE
27 KVA ONAN
Cruising speed: 10
Fuel consumption: Litres/Hr

ACCOMMODATION

WATER SPORTS

Number of cabins: 4
Cabin configuration: 1 Double, 3 Twin
Bed configuration: 1 Double, 6 Single
Number of guests: 8

Tenders + toys: 3,20 m ZODIAC semi rigid tender
(stored on a cradle on the front deck)
15 HP TOHATSU outboard engine
Snorkel gear

QUINTA SANTA MARIA is a fantastic fast cruising sloop. She was constructed for her current owner, an experienced yachtsman who demanded the
highest standards of construction. Her hull, deck and superstructure were built by Composite Works, and her interior and electrical systems fitted by
Mondomarine. As well equipped as she has been designed, QUINTA SANTA MARIA has successfully raced in numerous cruising racing events as well.
She has two large cockpit entrances for guests (forward) and crew (aft). There is a spacious saloon with a sofa on port and dining table on starboard.
She comfortably accommodates 8 guests in 4 cabins: 1 double bed owner’s cabin forward, 2 twin bed guests' cabin and 1 upper and lower bed guests'
cabin.
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This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do
not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed.
Yacht inventory, specifications and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may
be reproduced without written consent from the publisher.
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